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For Bearings And Much More
The harness with many uses around lambing for improved 
lambing results.  The ADLAM Versatile Lambing Harness is a truly 
multifunctional aid at lambing time. Farmers love it for:

ü Effective and Clean Treatment of Bearings (Prolapses),
with the ability to restraint for later checking

ü Effective restraint of ewes for mothering on, 
and can prevent smothering of lambs

ü On their feet support for ewes with metabolic disease

ü Upright support for cast ewes and enables restraint of ewes 
in the field for easier handling.

“The harnesses are awesome. They are robust and easy to use
and stop the ewe arching her back to strain. If it’s a triplet ewe,
saving her can mean saving four lives; three prime
lambs and a cull ewe for the works – a pretty
good return on the investment in the harness!”.
Matt and Lynley Wyeth, Spring Valley Farm,
Wairarapa, NZ

FARMER 
FEEDBACK

“The new Adlam versatile harness worked really really well,
doing both prolapses and mothering on perfectly.”
Ian Bell, Hollbankgate, Cumbria, UK.
“I tried a couple of the harnesses after one ewe strained so much
every other method failed after a day or two. The harness was
amazing, and kept the bearing in, and the ewe then lambed
through the harness. A great design and I recommend them to
all farmers. Safe - easy to use, clean and reuse, and they work!"
Kim Kelly BVSc MACVSc, Southland, NZ.

“Highly recommend this product, well made
and better design than the generic products
here”. Sylvi, Texas

“I was rather wary about using this on one
of our young ewes but it worked really well.
She was prolapsing over and over but this
harness stopped it within minutes. I have 2
and now will always keep one handy and
ready for use”. Deborah Liebbrant, USA.

“A good product that’s well designed and easy
to use and clean”. Jana Aylett, Yeovil, UK.

"We were very pleased with the harness –
it’s easy to put on and adjust for ewes or
hoggets. They are comfortable for the
sheep while keeping the bearing in place.
We had a higher success rate of lambing
ewes with bearings using the harness than
with any other method we have used. The
harness is reusable making it good value for
money and we recommend
them." Robert & Lucy
Thorneycroft, Wairarapa, NZ

.com
Available from all leading vet/farm supply stores

Animal welfare and user friendly, the ADLAM Harness can be used 
year after year. It’s winning praise around the world for its unique 
and effective design. 

View the video at rurtec.com/Adlam

Now with heavy duty 

crimped cord 

attaching the tubing

The Bottom Line                 More Lambs Weaned


